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A FREE BRITAIN?  Progress accelerates. Last December, this column reported that Limerickman, London-resident 
Patrick Cullinane, is finally getting justice. Inland Revenue (Britain‟s IRS) had fabricated a tax claim against him for a 
few thousand pounds, for which they liened his £170,000 home, got bailiffs, and seventeen police officers to evict him 
from it, sold it, and kept the entire proceeds.  The gov‟t then abetted the IR‟s crimes Soviet-style by getting a 
psychiatrist to declare Cullinane‟s complaints evidence of “paranoid disorder.”  He is lucky to have survived the 
coordinated official criminals.  He credits honest Englishman/Reporter Phillip Inman and his Guardian newspaper, the 
IAN, and now his M.P., Gareth Thomas.  Cullinane‟s case‟s recent status review, held in his MP‟s office, showed 
progress.  It is gratifying that MP Thomas regrets having once wished Cullinane would permanently disappear.  For 
Cullinane, we expect prompt compensation for all of the losses inflicted by IR crimes (and abetted by High Court 
Judges), though he can never be compensated for the two decades of misery.  Cullinane‟s local newspapers trumpet 
“SERVING THE BOROUGH OF HARROW” while actually covering up Irish cases like Cullinane‟s, reducing its Irish 
community. 
 
BRITAIN‟S PROBLEM is systematic injustice. Scores, if not hundreds, of English have contacted me in their doomed 
pursuits of justice.  The injustice cannot end; not until judges, lawyers, M.P.s et al join the burgeoning movement to stop 
swearing oaths to uphold the Crown and, instead, begin to swear to uphold justice.  Currently, the Crown and Crown-
connected prevail in court against everyone else.  Our 1776 rebels rescued the US from that system. 
 
CULLINANE sends me data on English veterinarian/aviator Maurice Kirk. Kirk had a dispute with someone better-
connected.  That person managed to get the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons to deprive Kirk of his livelihood.  
Kirk was later charged with a Mickey Mouse gun violation and is now, after a 24-day hunger strike, incarcerated in a 
secure Mental Health Unit, with only family members allowed to visit him. His pursuit of basic rights constitutes 

“evidence” of his insanity. See  http://kirkflyingvet.com 

 
NORMAN SCARTH, a WW2 Murmansk-run veteran and “proud Englishman until aged 70,” authored a book on judicial 
corruption, and later won a landmark case in the European Court of Human Rights.  It forced the UK gov‟t to cease 
holding trials in camera, to make them public and open, a vital change hated by many British judges and lawyers. 
Eighty four-year-old Scarth writes: “I became a marked man. Two potentially-lethal terror attacks failed to silence me, so 
I was stitched up (framed) for a NONEXISTENT „crime‟ & given a sentence to ensure that I‟d die in prison.  Well, I didn‟t 
die, & after 4 years had „Paid my Debt to Society,‟ due for release.  Instead, I was UNLAWFULLY carted off to a 
Stalinist „Mental Hospital‟, NOT as a patient, but a captive, just as much as Terry Waite, Brian Keenan, John McCarthy 
in Beirut, Daniel Pearl in Pakistan, Ken Bigley & Margaret Hassan in Iraq.  The Government were mad keen that I be 
pumped full of drugs to destroy my brain, but the few honest nurses refused to be party to such depravity, & I escaped 
the fate of Andy McCardle (reportedly murdered in custody:  See News of the World‟s “State-Sponsored Murder,” 

http://sacl.info/).  After a year & a half I was given a new psychiatrist who proved less a State puppet than the others, 

but even he feared rocking the boat too much, & went through a pretence of „rehabilitation‟ for 6 months before giving 
me a clean bill of health.  I now have another case in the ECtHR against the UK -  Application Number 57035/08.” 
 
G E O R G E  F A R Q U H A R addressed Scotland‟s parliament: “… In addition to my trial, which was a Kangaroo 
Court, and that corrupt act to veil the truth, I am currently detained in the Royal Edinburgh hospital clinic for the 
criminally insane.  During three months as a political prisoner, I‟ve been forcibly injected nine times against my will 
with high doses of antipsychotic drugs while being held down by numerous hospital staff.  That major abuse of human 
rights for taking video footage of a corrupt police officer is just one of the numerous cover-ups directed against my 
efforts to expose Governmental child abuse. I should be in the street, non-violently campaigning, not incarcerated and 

drugged up like an insane criminal.” http://intmensorginfo/georgefarquhar.htm  
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“PARANOIA” was another Crown psychiatrist‟s evaluation of an IRA volunteer-turned-MI5 mole who feared being found 
and killed.  The ex-mole was doomed until MI5 informed the psychiatrist that his fear was valid. 
Thus, every case of British “insanity” I know of was wrongfully diagnosed.  The IRA traitor and the gov‟t-persecuted 
Maurice Kirk, Carmel Franklin, Norman Scarth, Margaret Gomm, George Wescott, Olga Myers, Dafydd Morgan, 
Pauline Bridge, Peter Oakes, Jean Hooper, George Farquhar, Linda Drew, Shirley Lintern 43 RIP, Arnold McCardle—
(murdered in Carstairs State Mental Hospital) and Patrick Cullinane, were all further attacked by gov‟t psychiatrists. 

http://www.normanscarth.com/   
 
British officialdom sees justice-seekers as “pests,” easily labelled “stalkers.”  Recent Crown legislation mandates 
indefinite incarceration without trial of “stalkers” of officialdom.  Britain is split.  Much of it advances toward a republic of 
sovereign citizens instead of subjects, while the Crown-privileged remnant is becoming a full-blown tyranny with 
ubiquitous Soviet-style “psychiatrists.”  - END. 
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